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Capability Statement
Established in 2004, Compressed Air Australia is your supplier of compressed air-operated
products that are engineered to solve problems for industrial plants. Upgrading to our
products allows energy conscious plants to lower costs by reducing compressed air use.
Products are OSHA compliant and CE certified to assure safety to the companies and
personnel who use them.
Compressed Air Australia Pty Ltd offers high quality, energy-conserving solutions that
solve problems in industrial plants throughout Australia and the Pacific Islands. We supply
the Food, Pharmaceutical, Manufacturing, Mining, Agricultural, Pulp and Paper, Chemical,
Electronics/Engineering sectors, and Commercial Facilities with innovative problemsolving products.
Product Lines
⚫ Vortex Tubes that produce refrigerated air for spot cooling;
⚫ Cabinet Coolers for cooling electrical enclosures;
⚫ Air Amplifiers, Air Knives, Air Nozzles, Air Wipes, and Safety Air Guns to blowoff,
cool dry and clean;
⚫ Optimisation products to control and reduce air usage;
⚫ Vacuum Generators for lifting applications;
⚫ Line Vac Conveyors to transport bulk materials, scrap and waste;
⚫ Liquid Atomizing Nozzles to rinse, humidify and control dust;
⚫ Industrial Vacuums for liquids and dry materials;
⚫ Ionising Products eliminate static electricity and dust;
⚫ PIPETITE wall boot seals pipe and tube penetrations through ceilings, walls and
floors;
⚫ ToolReg, CartReg and SaveAir in-line compressed air regulators;
⚫ FluidReg, EcoReg and OxyReg in-line fluid and oxygen regulators;
⚫ HoseGuard air fuses to immediately shut off the air supply in the event of a
broken compressed air hose or pipe.
Core Competencies
We operate our business with core principles that can be attributed to our success. You
can expect:
⚫ Fast delivery
⚫ Easy ordering
⚫ Knowledgeable staff that offer total support
⚫ Modified versions of products when stock models won't work
⚫ 100% satisfaction guarantee
We ship orders quickly, buy in large volume and expect fast shipment from our suppliers.
Significant amounts of inventory are stocked on site. If there happens to be something we
don't have in stock, we will get it for you in a timely manner.
Notable Customers
Rio Tinto
Glencore
UGL Rail
CSIRO

Australian Distributors of:

Nestlé Australia
BHP Billiton
CSR
Tomago Aluminium

BlueScope Steel
USG Boral
George Weston Foods
GrainFlow

Product Lines
EXAIR Intelligent Compressed Air®
Products for Industry
PROTECT-AIR Safety Products
PIPETITE Hole Sealing Technology
Ongoing Training
The success of our company can be
attributed to our responsive staff
providing excellent customer service.
Our employees are well educated and
understand the industries we service.
Ongoing education and training from
our various suppliers keeps us up-todate with the latest technology so we
can better serve the companies who
seek our assistance.
Distributors
Strategically located stocking
distributors are in the main
population centres to serve our
customers. Our head office and
distribution centre is located in
Darwin, Northern Territory, where we
assist our clients with their
applications by telephone and email.
Compliance & Safety
Products meet Safe Work Australia
safety compliance requirements.
Compressed air products meet OSHA
standards for dead-end pressure and
noise exposure, and are CE certified.
Where applicable, products meet
RoHS compliance. Electrical products
are UL Listed.
Contact Information
Director: June Lindsay-Lorman
Company Information
ACN: 109 012 455
ABN: 23 109 012 455
Our Mission
Our mission…and our passion…is to
help industry reduce overhead costs
through the safe and efficient use of
their compressed air resources – with
the emphasis on safety!
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